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LIBERALISATION OF THE DUTCH ENERGY MARKET

Abstract

The process of liberalisation of the Dutch energy market started in 1998 and will be
completed in 2004 by opening the energy market to households and small enterprises.
The fundaments of the open market are determined by the Electricity Law from 1998 and
the Gas Law from 2000. The green electricity market was opened in July 2001 as a part
of the environment protection package.

A number of additional legal regulations, codes, procedures and agreements were
developed in order to guarantee equal opportunities for all participants, create the market
transparency, guarantee the continuity of supply and protect the consumer. These
documents were developed by the "Platform Versnelling Energieliberalisering", PVE
(Platform for the acceleration of the liberalisation process). All relevant players from the
energy market, including the major consumers, are represented in this advisory body.

In the new market situation, the grid operators carry the essential responsibilities within
the energy supply system. They are providing the technical security, registering the
energy exchange through their grid and are generating the billing and the balance control
information for suppliers and transport system operators respectively. The suppliers are
the primary contact for the consumers.

The complexity of the energy market liberalisation is aggravated by the difference in
fundamental choices for the electricity and gas market. Electricity market is based on
regulated third party access (TPA) and gas market is based on negotiated TPA.

A lack of awareness of the necessity of an adequate information system appeared to be
the most the most significant hurdle in establishing the open energy market.

Sažetak

Proces liberalizacije nizozemskog tržišta energijom započeo je 1998. godine, a završava
2004. otvaranjem energetskog tržišta kućanstvima i malim poduzećima. Osnove
otvorenog tržišta utvrđene su Zakonom o električnoj energiji iz 1998. i Zakonom o plinu iz
2000. Zeleno tržište električnom energijom otvoreno je u srpnju 2001. kao dio paketa za
zaštitu okoliša.
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Doneseno je nekoliko dodatnih pravnih odredbi, zakonskih dokumenata, pravilnika i
sporazuma sa svrhom osiguranja ravnopravnih mogućnosti za sve sudionike, stvaranja
razvidnog tržišta, osiguranja garancije za kontinuitet opskrbe i zaštite potrošača. Ove
dokumente sastavila je Platforma za ubrzanje procesa liberalizacije - PVE ("Platform
Versnelling Energieliberalisering"). U tom savjetodavnom tijelu svoje predstavnike imaju
svi važni sudionici energetskog tržišta, uključujući i velike potrošače. U novoj tržišnoj
situaciji, operatori mreže imaju veliku odgovornost u okviru sustava isporuke energije. Oni
osiguravaju tehničku sigurnost, bilježe razmjenu energije kroz svoju mrežu i prikupljaju
podatke o platnoj i bilančnoj kontroli kako za dobavljače tako i za operatore prijenosnog
sustava. Za potrošače, dobavljači predstavljaju prvu instancu za kontakt.

Složenost liberalizacije energetskog tržišta ugrožena je razlikom u temeljnom izboru
tržišta električnom energijom ili plinom. Tržište električnom energijom zasnovano je na
reguliranom pristupu treće strane (TPA), a tržište plinom na sporazumnom TPA.

Najveću prepreku u osnivanju otvorenog energetskog tržišta predstavljao je nedostatak
svijesti o važnosti odgovarajućeg informativnog sustava.

1. INTRODUCTION

The liberalisation of energy market, meaning that customers are free to choose their own
energy supplier, followed the schedule as displayed in table 1.

The legal framework for the liberalisation of energy market was determined by the
Electricity Law form 1998 and the Gas Law from 2000. The electricity market is based on
regulated third party access (TPA). Here, the legal framework creates equal chances
(level playing field) for all market players. The natural gas market is based on negotiated
TPA. This means that in principle each new player has to negotiate for the transport
conditions of his gas over the grid. In reality prices are set. This is the consequence of the
past market situation were Gasunie was the only supplier.

Table 1. Milestones of the liberalisation process in The Netherlands

Year

1999

2001

2002

2004

Market segment

650 largest electricity customers

200 largest gas customers

all green electricity customers

60.000 electricity customers

2.000 gas customers

7,5 million electricity customers

6,8 million gas customers

Volume

> 2 M W

> 10 million mj

all

> 3x80 A

> 1 million mj

* 3x80 A

* 1 million mj
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2. MARKET PLAYERS

2.1.Producers

The electricity producers are the owners of production units with a capacity of more than
5 MW. The total production capacity in 2001 was about 20,000 MW. About 20 percent of
the electricity is imported. There are 5 large electricity producers and a large number of
small producers, mostly owners of combined heat and power (CHP) installations.

Natural gas is produced by NAM (Nederlands Aardolie Maatschappij) and a few smaller
companies. NAM gas is sold by Gasunie Trade and Supply.

2.2. Transport system operator (TSO)

The operation and administration of national electricity transport grid is in hands of the
new independent non-commercial organisation: Tennet. Gas transport grid is in hands of
Gas Transport Services (GTS) which is still a part of Gasunie.

Tennet is responsible for the electricity transport through the national transport grid. As a
part of that responsibility Tennet monitors the physical balance of the electricity network
and provides connection to international grids. Furthermore, this organisation administers
and verifies the so called "green certificates" which play an important role in the trading
and supply of green electricity. In September 2003, the number of green electricity
consumers was estimated to two million.

Transport system operator is entitled to interfere in the commercial process of energy
trading, as for example switching on/off the back-up capacity, in urgent situations.

The national electricity transport grid has since 2001 been owned by the national
government. According to the present agreements, this situation will continue up to 2004
when a new decision will be made.

GTS controls and maintains the national gas transport system. It also controls the energy
balance through transport grid.

2.3. Shippers

Shippers are responsible for balance between demand and supply in the gas transport
and distribution system. The largest shipper on the Dutch market is Gasunie
Trade&Supply. The other shippers have only small market shares.
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2.4. Regional grid operators (RGO)

The regional grid operators are the cornerstones of the energy market in The
Netherlands. They make connections to the grid, take care of physical distribution of gas
and electricity and administrate the gas and electricity exchange through their grids. The
RGO's are responsible for providing all necessary information regarding the distribution of
energy through their network. This includes all metering data for billing and balance
control for suppliers and system operators respectively. Per connection point the grid
operator registers: a unique connection number, name and address of the customer,
supplier, program responsible party or shipper, metering company, metering data and
transport capacity. At this moment there are 10 electricity grid operators and 12 gas grid
operators.

2.5.Metering companies

Metering companies install and maintain meters (kWh, m3, GJ) and transfer metering
data to the grid operator. Metering is a part of the open energy market. At this moment
there are very few companies supplying the metering services, probably because the
market is limited to large consumers only. For the small enterprises and households the
metering market will be opened after the liberalisation of that market segment.

In the past, the energy meter was a part of the installation of the regional grid operator
who also has been responsible for the device maintenance. In the future free market, the
consumer is responsible for having a good working, gauged electricity and gas meters.

2.6.Program responsible parties

Program (or balance) responsible parties ensure that the electricity demand matches the
electricity supply. This matching takes place one day in advance on hourly basis
(forecasted balanced system). This mechanism prevents overloading or insufficient
utilisation of the electricity grid and provides the balance in the energy supply system.
The parties who cause unbalance must pay penalties. The program responsible parties
can be: energy suppliers, traders or producers. In the gas sector there is a similar
balance system. Balance responsible parties in the gas supply are called shippers.

2.7.Suppliers

The suppliers have the commercial and administrative relationship with the energy
consumers: they supply the energy and do the billing. Within the new energy market
suppliers are responsible for the commercial balance: the sold volume must be equal to
purchased volume.
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The suppliers may delegate the responsibility for the associated physical system balance
(demand matches supply) to a "Program responsible party", typically a major supplier.
This is a commercial service offered at a free market.

At present, there are 62 energy suppliers on the Dutch energy market, 27 of them supply
green electricity. Most of the traditional suppliers are still owned by provincial
governments and municipal councils. The electricity suppliers, green as well as
conventional, compete for the new customers mostly by attractive offers. Recently, the
Dutch energy market witnessed its first supplier bankruptcy of one of the newcomers with
60,000 customers.

2.8.Energy traders

Traders try to buy and sell the electricity and gas at the most advantageous prices. Most
of the large energy suppliers have their own trading department.

On the APX (Amsterdam Power Exchange Spotmarket b.v.) producers, suppliers and
traders can buy and sell electricity for the following day. About 8 percent of total demand
is traded via APX. The greatest part of electricity is traded by a long term contracts.

Brokers are intermediaries between the market players, trying to bring together supply
and demand.

2.9.Dienst Uitvoering en Toezicht Energie (DTe)

In order to insure that the parties will respect and follow the regulations and agreements
concerning the open market, "Dienst Uitvoering en Toezicht Energie", DTe, (Office Tor
Energy Realisation and Supervision) was created. New suppliers who want to enter the
electricity market must obtain a permit from DTe.

DTe is responsible for the implementation and supervision of the Electricity Act of 1998,
the Gas Act of 2000 and other regulations and agreements regarding the free energy
market. The organisation may impose financial or other penalties on parties not
complying with these Acts.

DTe has also been included as a chamber within the Netherlands Competition Authority
(NMa) which bears responsibility for the implementation of the Competition Act. NMa
enforces the prohibition on cartels and on the abuse of a dominant position and assesses
mergers and acquisitions.

3. THE LIBERALISA TION PROCESS

The liberalisation of Dutch energy market is one of the consequences of the European
Union membership. The idea behind the opening of the European energy market is that
the competition will bring lower energy prices and make European industry more
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competitive. In order to accelerate the liberalisation process, an independent organisation
called "Platform versnelling energieliberalizering", PVE (Platform for the acceleration of
the liberalisation process) has been established in June 2000. This non-profit
organisation is an advising institution which acts as an intermediary between the
government, suppliers, grid operators and customers. PVE has developed a number of
documents and procedures which were implemented in laws, rules, codes and sector
agreements.

Platform and
steering committee

(Agreements)

Program team
(Organization)

Company
Program managers
(Implementation)

Working committees (proposals)

Figure 1. The organisation scheme of PVE

The organisations associated in the platform cover the costs of the whole PVE
organisation. These organisations are: DG Energy at the Ministry of Economic Affairs,
Tennet, GTS, VOEG (Vrijhandels organisatie voor elektriciteit en gas- the Union of the
new electricity and gas suppliers) and VNO (Vereniging Nederlandse Ondernemers - the
Union of large business enterprises), MKB (Midden en kleinbedrijf -the Union of small
enterprises) and LTO (Land- en tuinbouw organisaties - the Union of agricultural
companies). The directors of the participating organisations constitute the steering
committee. The heart of the organisation is the "Program team" which consists of the
representatives of the participating organisations, typically managing professionals. The
chairman of the program team is the linking pin to the steering committee, platform,
market forum, company program managers and working committees. The Program team
defines the work to be done: the actual work is organised in "Working committees".

Members of the market forum are the representatives of important market players such
as: consumers' organisations, supplier organisations, producers and grid operators.

Company program managers are concerned with the implementation of the decisions
made by PVE within their companies. The members of this body come from energy
suppliers and the Ministry of EA.

PVE operates independent from EnergieNed. EnergieNed is the association of all parties
involved in the production, transport, trading or supplying of gas, electricity or heat.
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4. ROLE OF THE GOVERNMENT

The market players agreed that the government have the important role of creating the
market conditions needed for open energy market. The headlines of these conditions are:

• stable investment climate;

• transparent market;

• stable political situation;

stable, predictable and non-discriminatory laws and rules; and

• European level playing field.

5. TECHNICAL PRECONDITIONS

The consumers expect that the level of service would not deteriorate with the introduction
of the open market - the reliability of the energy supply systems may not be
compromised. This translates to the fundamental requirements: the physical system must
be safe and large enough to cope with the consumers' needs. This means enough
production capacity and a good working transport and measuring systems.

The prerequisite for the control of the suitability of the production and transport capacity is
the continuous monitoring of these systems. This role in the Dutch electricity market has
been assigned to TenneT. In this matter, the reserve capacity has an important role, but it
is difficult to create it. In a free market situation, parties are not willing to invest in new
installations if they are not sure to make profit. In order to ensure enough production
volume for the future, the Ministry of Economic Affairs has recently announced a new
three-step plan consisting of: monitoring, energy saving and demand side management
and incentives for creating a capacity market.

To ensure a well functioning physical system, PVE generated three important documents,
called Technical codes: Grid Code, Metering Code and System Code. These documents
describe the functioning of grid operators, and metering companies: the way they operate
their systems, their relation to each other, and to consumers.

6. MEASURES FOR QUALITY CONTROL AND CONSUMER PROTECTION

Next to a well functioning physical system, it is important to establish measures which can
guarantee the quality of this system and protect the customer. The government has
announced a number of additional regulations on this matter:

• Grid operators and suppliers are obliged to follow the prescribed switch procedure
including the prescribed time schedule;
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• In order to be able to provide independent grid services the regional grid operator
must become economically independent from the supplying company;

• Each grid operator must develop his own two-yearly quality and maintenance
programme. This programme must include the measurable goals to be reached;

• Interruptions in supply will be monitored on a national level. There will be one
national telephone number to report the interruptions. The interruption results will be
yearly published;

• A new tariff system will be developed for grid operators. Operators with many
interruptions will be punished with law transport tariffs. Those who provide a good
service without interruptions will be permitted to charge on a higher grid tariffs;

• A new law regulation will be determined for financial compensation of supply
interruptions;

• DTe is entitled to impose the fine to the companies which do not obey the rules. The
fines can grow up to a maximum of 10 percent of a yearly turnover;

• In case of serious mismanagement, the minister of Economic Affairs can decide to
(temporary) transfer the rights for grid operation to some other grid operator or put
the grid operator under supervision;

• Suppliers must give information to their customers about the energy sources (fuel
mix) which are used to generate the electricity they are selling.

Next to the governmental measures, the consumer can find a lot of comparative
information about electricity suppliers, conditions and prices on different independent web
sites.

7. IMPORTANT PROCEDURES

In order to create transparency, PVE has developed procedures for all essential functions
under open energy market conditions. Some of these procedures are mentioned below.

7.1. Switch procedure

There are two switch situations: switch of supplier and a switch of connection. In the first
case a consumer changes the supplier; in the second case the consumer changes the
address. The customer may switch supplier free of charge. The procedure is as follows:
the customer signs an agreement with the new supplier of his choice. The new supplier
informs the grid operator about the switch. The grid operator checks the data and sends
the data to the suppliers, the program responsible party and the metering company. The
switch procedure is easy to start and takes a maximum of 10 days. Up to July 2003 about
30 percent of the free customers have changed the supplier.
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In case of switching the grid operator, the supplier remains the same. In that case, the
consumer can ask the supplier to take care of the necessary switching actions.

7.2. The supplier of last resort

If a supplier goes bankrupt the system operator informs the customer that he has 10 days
to find a new supplier. In the meantime, the grid operator takes care of the supply until the
customer has chosen a new supplier. If after ten days the customers didn't make a
choice, they will be distributed over the remaining suppliers in accordance with the market
share of each supplier. Each grid operator must have a contract with a supplier, special
for such occasions. This is named a supplier of last resort.

7.3. Customer profiles

Consumers with a connected power under 100 kW do not have continuous metering. For
this market segment the so called "customer profiles" are developed. The customer
profiles describe the average demand profile of a group of grid connections with the same
characteristics. These profiles are used to determine electricity demand at a switch
moment. Also the program responsible use the consumer profiles to quantify a part of
supply which goes to small consumers.

7. ̂ Reconciliation

The program responsible parties predict the demand of their customers on quarter hourly
basis for the next day. For large consumers, quarter hourly metering on the day of supply
provides the information about a real supply. For small consumers the customer profile
method is used to allocate the supplied volumes. If there is a mismatch between the
prediction and the real supply, the supplier (program responsible) will have to pay
penalties. This is the unbalance penalty. If there is a mismatch between estimated yearly
energy usage and metered used in the profiling system, this difference will be corrected.
This correction process is called reconciliation. Reconciliation takes place monthly, on the
basis of metering data and an average monthly reconciliation tariff. The responsible
parties for the billing of reconciliation costs (or revenues)are the TSO's: Tennet and GTS.
The grid losses in the electricity grid are paid by the RGO. In the gas grid there are no
losses, only metering gains. They go to the shippers.

7.^.Information exchange

In addition to earlier PVE reports such as "Information streams" about exchange of
massages regarding the energy supply, EnergieNed recently brought out a "Reference
Model for the information exchange". This report describes in detail all information
processes, messages and data occurring in the information systems of parties involved
with open energy market. The report is based on Technical codes, regulations and sector
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agreements. On almost 600 pages this report handles three levels: process management,
functional requirements and tests.

8. CONCLUSION

The liberalisation process in The Netherlands had started in 1998 and will be completed
in 2004. So far it resulted in more suppliers and lower energy prices. Lessons learned
during the development and implementation process are as follows:

• The well defined business processes and the associated procedures are the most
important issue in the open energy market;

• The position of all market players must be clearly defined at the beginning of the
liberalisation process;

• The implementation measures should be applied one at the time;

• The differences in regulation between the electricity and gas market make the
liberalisation process much more complicated;

The management of the change process requires political commitment, too. It is
complicated to get political commitment in an unstable political climate;

The change process requires thorough co-ordination. It is very important for the
parties to stick to their roles in the energy market, keep to the time schedule,
communicate and gain commitment of their departments and employees.
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